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APPENDIX A: IMAGINATIVE FLIGHT 

In order to give the reader of this report an idea about the navigation aids and their functions, 
there will be description of a fictive flight of a small aeroplane 1. The flight will take the plane from 
a medium-sized airport to a small airfield where the aircraft will be refuelled, take off again, and 
finally arrive at its destination, a large city airport. 

The medium-sized airport serves a small city and has some corporate aircraft based at the field 
and a commuter airline service. Before starting the engines. the pilot tunes the communications 
radio, or COM Radio, to the Air Terminal Information Service or ATIS, to hear a recorded 
announcement concerning the local weather, the winds, and the active runway. Also for this 
purpose, the Navigation Radio, or NA V Radio can be used, differing per airfield. 
After starting the engines, the pilot contacts the ground controller, using the same COM Radio, 
and requests permission to taxi to the active runway. During the taxiing, the COM Radio remains 
on the ground control frequency so that any further information may be received from the ground 
controller. At the beginning of the runway, the pilot uses the COM Radio to tune to the tower 
frequency for asking permission for take off. Until the aircraft is approximately five miles from the 
airport, the COM Radio is left on the control tower frequency. 

After the aircraft has reached an altitude of about 1 OOO feet, the navigation receiver, or NA V 
radio, is tuned to a VHF Navigation Station, or VOR, and the aircraft is turned in the direction of 
the VOR station. The hypothetical aircraft is equipped with Distance Measuring Equipment, or 
DME, which gives the distance to the VOR station. 
Thus the DME needs a ground station to measure the distance. The distance measuring is being 
done by transmitting a signal and measuring the round trip delay of the signal. The measurement 
is therefore sensitive to any atmospheric and/or electromagnetic interference. With the DME, one 
can also estimate the tail or nose wind, that is blowing towards the plane. 
Once clear of the airport traffic area, at about five miles, the pilot can monitor an emergency 
frequency or any of the universal communications frequencies, called unicorns. or shut the 
communications receiver d0\11111. 
After reaching the VOR, the aircraft takes a new heading and flies cmay from the VOR towards a 
small uncontrolled field where the pilot will land and refuel. Uncontrolled means that the airfield 
does not have a control tower. This is not required with low traffic densities airfields. 
To obtain weather information pertinent to the area around the small airfield, the pilots uses the 
COM Radio to contact a Flight Service Station, or FSS. To reduce interference, the pilot can use 
a duplex method, where the pilot calls the FSS on the COM Radio but listens for an an&Ner on 
the VOR signal. 
Although the VOR and the DME can be used, the airport has a low-pov.ter Non Directional 
Beacon, or NOB, on the field, and the pilot has to use the Automatic Direction Finder, or ADF, 
and home directly to the field from a few miles out. Because the airfield has only 
communications. the pilot calls the airfield on one of the unicorn frequencies and asks for the 
number of the active runway. The pilot keeps the COM Radio open to hear about other 
approaching or leaving planes. The activity of all the planes is called the traffic pattern of an 
airfield. The entering of the traffic pattern is announced over the COM Radio. The pilot himself 
has to ensure that he stays clear of other neighbouring aircrafts. 

The COM Radio is used to land, go to the fuelling area, taxi back to the runway, and to take off. 
Immediately after leaving the small airfield, the pilot tunes to a VOR facility near the destination, 
the big airport, and enters the co-ordinates of the big airport into the Area Navigation computer, or 
RNA V. The RNA V computer gives the pilot steering information to the big airport, and the DME 
will indicate the distance, ground speed, and required time to reach the big airport. During the 
flight, information about the weather is gathered with the tuning of the aircrafts ADF to a low
frequency beacon and requesting the information from an FSS. For the information concerning 
the weather, winds, and active runway of the destination, the pilot can use his COM Radio to 
contact the A TIS of the large airport. 

1 
Helfrick, Albert, Modem Aviation Electronics (Englewood Cliffs, United States of America: 1984, pages 5 - 7). 
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At five miles of the airport, the pilot will contact approach control, which is a different control as 
the control tower, stating his position and destination. The controller at approach control will 
instruct the pilot to dial a number into the radar transponder and to identify, which means to press 
the ID button on the transponder. This ID is only important for the approach control. The ID can 
be attached to the bleep at the radar screen. 
The aircraft can fly with help of the RNA V computer directly to the airport under radar contact. 
The control tower helps the plane to land, which is the end of the hypothetical flight. 
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B.1 COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 

The aeronautical communication can be divided into air-ground communication (AG-COM) 
and ground-ground communication (GG-COM). 

Air-ground communication is two-way communication between aircraft and stations or 
locations on the surface of the earth.1 The service provided via AG-COM is the Aeronautical 
Mobile Service (AMS) and it concerns primarily a service between aeronautical stations or a 
control centre of an FIR and aircraft stations or pilots of aircrafts. For example a controller 
provides a pilot with AMS, when he clears him for landing via radio communication. 

Ground-ground communication is two-way communication between two stations or locations 
on the surface of the earth. The service provided via GG-COM is the Aeronautical Fixed 
Service (AFS) and it concerns primarily a service between aeronautical stations or control 
centres. For example a Notice-To-Airmen (NOTAM) is send via a telex network from one 
ATC centre to another to pass on any up-to-date information about the state of aerodromes 
or aircraft on its way from one ATC centre to another. 

Since the public telephone network is sometimes used in some countries for air traffic 
service purposes, it is also mentioned here. 

B.1.1 Aeronautical Fixed Telecommunication Network (AFTN) 

The AFTN is used to exchange messages and/or digital data for aeronautical purposes 
between ATC centres within an FIR or located in adjacent FIRs. 
The AFTN is a telecommunication network, which consist of AFTN stations and AFTN 
dedicated communication links. The topology of an AFTN configuration within an FIR, which 
is recommended by ICAO, is a star network and consists of one AFTN communication 
centre and several AFTN tributary stations. The communication centre is connected to an 
AFTN communication centre in adjacent FIRs. One or more tributary stations, which are 
directly connected to the main AFTN centre, can be local communication centres. 
Any AFTN station consists of a number of terminals or one terminal with a number of 
connections. The number of terminals or connections depends on the number of AFTN links 
connected to the station. The terminal or terminals can be either a message switching 
computer connected to all links or one or several teletypeprinters, each printer connected to 
a link. Separate processing terminals are connected with the relaying terminals on which the 
AFTN-messages are prepared. 
The AFTN links are implemented by telephone wire, micro-wave radio link, HF radio link 
and/or satellite data link. The HF radio communication is also discussed separately, since it 
is also used for AMS purposes. 

Also connected to the AFTN-network is the Societe lntemationale de Telecommunications 
Aeronautiques (SIT A) organisation. This organisation was formed by the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) which is an organisation which looks after the interests of the 
airlines. Through their own network the airlines receive pre-flight-bulletins which is a 
collection of required NOTAMs for a flight, so that they can double-check the information. 

B.1.2 Air Traffic Service/Direct Speech (ATS/DS) telecommunication network 

The ATS/DS telecommunication network is used to exchange immediate up-to-date 
aeronautical information between ATC centres within an FIR or located in adjacent FIRs. 
The Direct Speech is implemented by dedicated telephone lines. 

1 
International Civil Aviation Organisation, Annex 11: Air Traffic Services (Montreal Canada: Nowmber, 1994, 
page 1). 
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The topology of the ATS/DS network is a star network, like the AFTN topology. All Direct 
Speech telephone lines from all ATS/DS stations within the FIR are connected with an 
exchange in the communication centre. This centre is also connected to other A TC centres 
in adjacent FI Rs. Some of the stations are relayed with the centre station via stations which 
are directly connected to the centre. 
The terminals are telephones, which have the capability of extension when necessary. 
The links are implemented by telephone wire, HF radio link and/or satellite speech link. 

The procedure for Direct Speech is very simple to avoid loss of time. A controller picks up 
the phone and pushes a button for a connection. A controller at the other side has only pick 
up the phone and the connection is established. 

B.1.3 Public telephone network 

In case the reliability of the dedicated ATS/DS network is poor, the public telephone network 
present in the FIR is sometimes used to pass on the aeronautical information. Terminals 
and links are those of a normal telephone network. The implementation of the links depends 
the way the telephone network in the particular country is implemented. Implementations 
can be copper wire, micro-wave radio links or satellite-speech links. 

B.1.4 High Frequency (HF) radio communication 

HF radio uses the spectrum, which covers from 3 to 30 MHz. Its biggest advantage is the 
long range with which it can be used, using atmospheric propagation. But this advantage is 
also its disadvantage, because the propagation is somewhat unpredictable. Also, because 
HF communication is amplitude modulated, it is susceptible to ignition noise and static. 
Therefore for short-distances, this type of radio communication is not suitable, because the 
frequency changes per time of day are too frequent. 
There are also problems with long distance propagation. The ionised layer is used for 
transmission reflection to cover the long distances. But the ions in the layer differ the angel 
of reflection due to the influence of the sun. Because the angel of reflection differs, the 
place of reception differs. The so-called D-ionised layer disappears during the night, so a 
higher layer reflects the signal. Because the direction of transmission is fixed, thus the angel 
of reflection changes. To overcome this practical problem during normal operation, a 
Communication Officer chooses out of a number of channels the channel with the least 
interference. 

HF radio communication is primarily used for AMS provision. The part of AMS, in which HF 
radio is used, is the communication with aircraft entering or leaving the FIR. Aircraft are in 
this stage of flying at such altitudes, that Area Control is applied. 
It should be noted that the decision of using HF radio communication lies with the pilot and 
not with the controller. A pilot usually prefers VHF radio communication above HF radio 
communication, because the quality of the sound is better. All radio equipment are therefore 
designed in such a way, that the receiver is always on. The controller has to switch to 
transmitting, when he or she wants to communicate. For this purpose, microphones are 
equipped with change-over relay. By pushing the transmit button, the receiver is 
disconnected and cannot interfere with the transmitted signal. 

HF radio is furthermore used for ground-ground communication in cases when other GG
COM means are unreliable or not possible. For instance, HF radio communication is used in 
oceanic areas between ATC centres located on the main land and islands. But also Radio 
TeleType (RTT) implementation of AFTN is used for connections over long distances across 
the land. Applications are the AFTN and ATS/DS services as part of the Aeronautical Fixed 
Service (AFS). 
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Since HF radio is used primarily for Area Control, the equipment is located inside or near 
the Area Control Centre (ACC). For two-way communication, either a set of transmitters and 
a set of receivers are used or a set of transceivers are used. When transmitters and 
receivers are used, precautions have to be made to prevent interference. For this purpose, 
separate transmitter and receiver stations are set up. In case of transceivers, the precaution 
has to be taken that the transmitting element is shut down during the time the receiving 
element is used. 

B.1.5 Very High Frequency (VHF) radio communication 

VHF uses the spectrum, which covers from 30 to 300 MHz. The present-day aircraft 
communications band extends from 118.0 MHz to 135.975 MHz with 25-KHz channels. 
Airport control towers and emergency frequencies still use the 100-KHz separation, so that 
aircrafts with older communication equipment can still access their services. 
Because VHF signals are not affected by atmospheric propagation, aircraft communications 
are strictly radio line of sight. Since diffraction in the atmosphere of the earth causes bends 
of the radio signals, the signals are able to travel beyond the optical horizon. There is very 
little attenuation of radio signals travelling through air, and the major loss of power is the 
spreading of the radio signal over an increasing area. 
The communications band is divided into segments assigned to the differing types of 
services used in aircraft communications. The different types of services are the following: 

Air Traffic Control 
- Area Control 
- Approach Control 
- Aerodrome or T ewer Control 
En route 
Emergency 
Airport Ground Control (major airports) 
Flight schools 
Private aircraft advisory 
Flight Service Station (FSS) 
Air to air 
Search and Rescue 
Flight test 
Multicom 
Unicom 

Table 1: applications VHF radio communication 

Flight Service Station is a facility, which provides pre-recorded information about weather 
pertinent around an airport to which the FSS belongs. 
Unicorns are universal communications frequencies, which can be used all around the world 
for all kinds of purposes. These purposes are communications of aircraft with private 
airports, uncontrolled airports, some controlled airports, heliports and with other aircraft 
during flight. 

VHF radio Communication is used to provide the AMS during all stages of Air Traffic 
Control, which are the Area Control, the Approach control and the Aerodrome control. Area 
Control encloses the entire FIR and the upper airspace and VHF radio communication is 
established by several VHF relay stations, scattered across the FIR. They are all connected 
to the Area Control Centre (ACC) via telecommunication links, which are implemented by 
telephone wires or micro-wave links. 
Approach Control is applied in the Terminal Area (TMA), which is an area in which 
Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) apply and is usually located around a busy airport. The flight 
level to which the TMA applies differs per TMA and depends on the characteristics of the 
surroundings of the airport. VHF radio equipment, which have power enough to cover the 
entire TMA, is located at a major airport in the TMA. 
Aerodrome Control or Tower Control is applied to aircraft landing on a manned airport and 
which have the runway of the airport in sight. In countries with high density air traffic, the 
Aerodrome Control is restricted to movements of aircrafts on the ground, because the 
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Approach Control guides the aircraft all the way to the runway. VHF equipment is located 
near or inside the Control Tower. 
The division of type of equipment in transmitters and receivers is similar to the HF radio 
equipment, except transmitters and receivers are located near each other as long as the 
same precaution of change-over relays is taken. 

B.2 NAVIGATION AIDS 

The Aeronautical Radio Navigation service (ARNS) is the service, which is provided directly 
to aircrafts by means of the navigation aids. The ANS organisation only has to provide the 
navigation facilities and maintain their proper functioning. 

B.2.1 Monitor systems 

All NAVAIOs in this appendix except the NOB have one or more monitor systems. The 
examined aeronautical telecommunication equipment are those usedinthe Tanzanian 
environment. 

All electronic equipment needs to be calibrated. This means, that measure values, scales 
and performance values are adjusted to their expected begin values. In order for the 
equipment to maintain a certain flexibility, values can range between certain agreed upon 
tolerances. Integrity of a system consists first of all of the accuracy of a system or the range 
of tolerance. Furthermore it is important for the equipment to maintain inside the tolerance 
range. Monitor systems are necessary to monitor the integrity of the navigation aids 
(NAVAIOs) except the NOB and Radar surveillance equipment. 

Because of the stringent requirements equipment has to fulfil in the aviation world, 
manufacturers of aeronautical telecommunication equipment have built-in monitor systems. 
Besides there are outside monitor systems, which pick up the signal and compare it with the 
adjusted values. 

Inside monitor systems 

Internal monitor system 
This monitor can check over 20 parameters inside the system which include voltage, 
frequency, current, position of switches. The type of parameters checked depends on the 
system design and the requirements. An ILS Cat.-111 system requires more parameters to be 
checked, than an ILS Cat.-1 or a OME. 

Integral monitor system 
This monitor is positioned at the end of an antenna radome and picks up samples of the 
radiated signal coming from the equipment. In case aeronautical telecommunication 
equipment consists of more than one antenna, a recombining unit assembles all signals 
coming from all antennas and recombines them into one signal. A compare-unit compares 
the assembled signal with pre-adjusted values. 

Outside monitor systems 

Near field monitor system 
Near field monitor systems consist of an antenna positioned 80 or 100 meters from the 
systems antenna. Basically, the near field monitor system does the same as the integral 
systems. It picks up the radiated signal and compares it with the pre-adjusted values. 

Far field monitor system 
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The function of this type of monitor is similar to the near field monitor. The difference lies 
with the distance which can be the length of a complete runway in the case of a Localizer of 
the ILS. 

B.2.1.1 Monitor functions 

Basically when a monitor detects the signal out of tolerance or is shut down because of any 
reason, it automatically shuts down the aeronautical telecommunication equipment. Only 
the far field monitor does not have that function, since this type of monitor system is more 
susceptible to interference. 
ICAO recommends every type of monitor, but in practice the first two of monitor systems 
are always implemented, since they are incorporated inside the equipment. The more 
precise the aeronautical telecommunication equipment is, the more there is a need for the 
other type of monitor systems. 
In practice, the near field monitor system is only recommended with the aeronautical 
telecommunication equipment. More precision is required with ILS Category-II and 
Category-I I I systems. 

The following table shows the type of aeronautical telecommunication equipment and the 
type of monitor system used for each equipment. 

Equipment Internal Integral near field far field 
Localizer (ILS) x x x x 
Glide Path (ILS) x x x x 
VOR x x x 
Doppler-VCR x x x 
DME x x 
PSR x 
SSR x ... . ...... "" ····-~ •••««•H• '"""'''V'""""'-•'•"'''''' 

Table 2: monitor systems 

The Radar systems also have software monitor systems. One function is the calculation of 
interpolations of the possible position of aircraft with the next track of the Radar beam. 
When it does not confirm the calculated position a warning flag is seen on the screen. Also 
the consistency of information like the height of an aircraft is checked and a flag is seen on 
the screen or the blip on the screen disappears. 

Monitor systems are examined for their drift behaviour, according to the regulations of the 
actual location. According to the regulations, the system is adjusted. To test the behaviour 
of the system, a simulated alarm is given to examine the reaction of the monitor. When the 
monitor functions properly, it should shut down automatically the aeronautical 
telecommunication equipment down. 
Also ground checks should be done. Ground checks involve the examination of the radiated 
signal with help of a signal receiver. Also here, a simulated alarm is given to check the 
behaviour of the monitor systems. This test should be done at least every three months and 
it involves a temporary operational shut-down of the aeronautical telecommunication 
equipment. 

B.2.2 Instrument Landing System (ILS) 

The function of the ILS-system is defined as follows:2 

/LS is an approach aid that gives the pilot precise directions of the azimuth as well as the 
height of the plane during an approach in bad weather. 

2 
Schreiner opleidingsinstituut, Documentatie voor opleiding luchtmacht piloten nederlandse /uchtmacht (The 
Netherlands: 1988, page 101). 
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So, the main requirement of a proper functioning ILS-system is to radiate a virtual line from 
the beginning of the runway until a standardised distance from this threshold, which a pilot 
can use to determine its displacement from this virtual line in a horizontal and a vertical 
plane. Because the virtual line ends at the threshold of the runway, the system is used to 
navigate the pilot from a certain distance to the runway in the final stage of the landing. For 
the best approach, the pilot has to fly to a designated area situated at the limit of the 
radiated beams, where he can receive the ILS signals and start with the measurements of 
the displacements of the plane with regard to the virtual line. 

The virtual line is composed by two field patterns, each field pattern providing guidance 
information for a plane by using separate predominating tones. A radiation field pattern 
produces a course sector with one tone predominating on one side of the virtual line and 
with the other tone predominating on the opposite side. 

With respect to the continuity of the service, the ILS has to radiate the field patterns 
constantly and with a constant power for constant covering of the same area. The latter 
requirement can be applied within certain tolerances belonging to the implemented category 
of the !LS-system. 
A monitoring system is constantly watching the system. In case this monitoring system 
breaks down, the entire I LS-system is shut down automatically. 
With respect to the integrity of the service, the information of the radiated signals has to be 
the same at all times within certain tolerances belonging to the implemented category of the 
I LS-system. This means that the displacements read from the instruments in a plane are the 
actual, physical displacements of the plane with regard to the line within defined tolerances. 

The ILS comprises the following basic components: 
1. VHF Localizer (LLZ) 
2. UHF Glide Path (GP) 
3. VHF marker beacons (inner, middle and outer marker) 

The LLZ and GP have associated monitor systems and remote control and indicator 
equipment. The monitor system is used to shut down the ILS automatically in case the 
radiated patterns are outside the tolerances for too long. 

The LLZ is positioned at the end of the runway. It radiates two lobs with two frequencies as 
the distinguishing media for the pilot to position his aircraft in a horizontal plane as is 
described above. 

The GP is positioned at one side of the beginning of the runway. It also radiates two lobs 
with two different frequencies to give a pilot an indication of the vertical displacement of the 
plane with respect to the GP centre line which has an angle of about 3 degrees. 

Marker beacons are positioned at defined distances before the threshold of the runway and 
transmit upward signals. The pilot of an aircraft can use the signal of a Marker to check 
whether the aircraft is at the required altitude at the known distance before the threshold in 
order to make a safe landing. 
ILS systems can consist of three Marker beacons, which are the Inner, the Middle and the 
Outer Marker. The Markers can be between the following distances from the threshold, 
according to the recommendations of ICA0:3 

Inner Marker: 75 m. and 450 m. 
Middle Marker: 1, 050 m. plus or minus 150 m. 
Outer Marker: 7 .2 km. or 6.5 km. and 11.1 km. when it is more practible 

3 
International Civil Aviation Organisation, Annex 10: Aeronautical Telecommunications - Volume I: communication 
Systems (Montreal Canada: NO\lelTlber, 1985, page 20). 
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The actual distances differ per ILS installation and are shown on the approach maps, 
published by the relevant AIS offices. 

ICAO has standardised the use of two Markers and recommends the use of the Inner 
Marker whenever the relevant authority consideres this necessary. In practice, the Inner 
Marker is rarely installed, because at most airports the conditions are in such a way that the 
runway is already visible and instrumental check of the altitude is superfluous. At the 
moment, there is even a discussion about the use of the Middle Marker for the same 
reason. 

!LS-systems are categorised according to their overall accuracy. This overall accuracy 
involves the location, the effects of obstructions, the length and position of the runway, and 
the accuracy of the equipment. The ILS knows five categories, which are the Category-I, 
Category-II and Category-Ill a to c. The ILS Category-Ille is the most accurate system. 
The facility performance of a Category-I !LS-system is an ILS which provides guidance 
information from the coverage limit of the ILS to the point where the LLZ course line 
intersects the ILS GP at a height of 60 meters or 200 feet or less above the horizontal plane 
containing the threshold. 

B.2.3 Micro-wave Landing System (MLS) 

The MLS is a precision approach and landing system, that gives information regarding the 
position of the aircraft and additional operational information. The system operates in the 
SHF band between 5030 and 5090 MHz. Position information is given for the entire 
coverage zone and is calculated in the aircraft by means of the azimuth, elevation and 
distance information, radiated by ground stations. The MLS has the possibility to fulfil 
certain features. These are the possibility of a pilot to choose a glide path angle, exact three 
dimensional position determination of the aircraft in the air space and the determination of 
boundaries to avoid obstacles in the TMA. The latter means that pilots can use an exact and 
safe course through mountainous areas. 

The MLS system itself comprises three components: 
1. Azimuth station 
2. Elevation station 
3. Precision DME 

An additional basic dataword transmitter provides users with specific information regarding a 
particular MLS system, like station identification, minimal glide path, azimuth coverage 
limits, performance level and system status. 

The horizontal position with respect to an approach course is provided by the Azimuth 
station. It radiates a back and forth swinging signal beam between the azimuth angles of 40 
degrees left and right from the centre line. This coverage is much larger, than the few 
degrees left and right of the runway centre line of the ILS system. Furthermore, the 
coverage extents with an elevation of 15 degrees up until 20,000 ft. and in distance until 20 
NM. 

The vertical position with respect to an approach course is provided by the Elevation station. 
It radiates a back and forth swinging signal beam between the elevation angles of 0.03 and 
15 degrees above the ground surface. This coverage is much larger than the coverage of 
the glide path of an ILS, which is smaller than one degree. The glide paths most used are 
between 1 and 7.5 degrees. Furthermore, the coverage extents lateral 40 degrees on both 
sides of the runway centre line and in distance until at least 20 NM. 

Both the azimuth and the elevation of the aircraft are calculated in the aircraft with the time 
difference between the received TO and FROM pulses, when the beams hit the aircraft. The 
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time difference is proportional to the angle of the zero azimuth and zero elevation and the 
position of the aircraft with respect to the zero-azimuth and zero-elevation. 

Instead of the Marker beacons of the ILS, a precision DME is used to provide an aircraft the 
distance to the runway at all times. The DME is a distance measuring equipment and is 
discussed more profoundly further in the paragraph. 

B.2.4 Very High Frequency Omni-directional Range (VOR) 

Unlike the low-frequency and medium-frequency beacons, the VOR system is more than a 
homing beacon. When equipped with a VOR receiver, the bearing from the VOR station to 
the aircraft can be determined. This information can be used to set a course to the VOR 
station. Once the course has been established, the VOR indicator will indicate whether the 
aircraft is to the left or right of the selected course4

. 

VOR stations are assigned to 50-KHz. channels beginning at 108.00 MHz. and extending to 
117.95 MHz. 

The bearing is determined by the comparison of the phase of a reference signal with the 
phase of a variable signal. Both signals are modulated on a carrier and broadcast by the 
VOR station. The position of the aircraft determines the phase of the variable signal and 
therefore the phase difference. The phase difference shows the relative position of the 
aircraft with respect to the VOR station. 

When used in combination with a Distance Measuring Equipment, the pilot can determine 
the distance to the VOR station. Together with the determined distance, the pilot can 
determine the aircrafts position in polar co-ordinates surrounding the VOR station. 
The mixed use of both equipment can also be used by a pilot and an ATC controller to 
handle separations of aircrafts. By telling the controller the position of the aircraft, the 
controller can separate the aircraft from other aircrafts near by. 

The most significant advantage of the VHF radio navigation aid is the relative immunity to 
propagation and atmospheric effects. Radio propagation in the VHF portion of the spectrum 
is nearly radio line of sight and there is practically no propagation in the ionosphere. Radio 
line of sight, which is different from optical line of sight, means that radio signals can travel 
beyond the optical horizon and beyond the curve of the earth's surface. Because VHF signal 
propagation is basically radio line of sight, the maximum range of a VHF navigation station 
is a function of the aircraft's altitude and of course the transmission power. 
The range of the VOR station can be calculated approximately for every altitude with the 
formula: 

Range (NM) = 1.2 * Vh 

h = altitude of aircraft in feet 

At the altitude of 24,500 ft., which in Tanzania divides the lower and upper space, the range 
is about 188 NM which is the limit of VHF communications. The performance at this altitude 
is far better than the Low- and Medium-frequency beacons. 

There are two types of VOR, which are the conventional VOR and the Doppler-VCR (D
VOR). 
The conventional VOR radiates a cone-shaped signal with the tip of the cone at the 
antenna. The D-VOR has more antenna poles which can be directed in any chosen 
direction. This type of VOR is specially used when mountains or other high objects cause 
multi-path effects by reflecting the radiated signal. 

4 
Helfrick, Albert, Modem aviation electronics (Englewood Cliffs, United States of America: 1984, page 136). 
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Some VOR stations also transmit Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) 
information, which gives the pilot information about the weather and the state of the facilities 
at an airport. 

B.2.5 Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) 

The DME system is a pulse-radar system for the measuring of the slant distance between 
an aeroplane and a ground station. The DME system is usually used in conjunction with the 
VORsystem. 

The DME receives incoming pulse signals from an aircraft and it transmits an amplified 
coded reply back to the aircraft. The aircraft uses the returned signal to calculate the 
distance to the beacon by using the elapsed time between the two pulses and the known 
propagation speed of the electro-magnetic signals. The pulses, which go from the aircraft to 
the transponder on the ground, are called the interrogation pulses. The identical pulses, 
which leaves the transponder to the aircraft, are called the reply pulses. 

The DME operates in the UHF band between 960 and 1213 MHz with frequency intervals of 
1 MHz. The DME uses two carrier frequencies of which the 1025 MHz is used for 
interrogation and the 962 MHz is used for reply. The use of different carriers is done to 
avoid surface reflection interference of both the transmitted and received pulse signal. 

Because the receiver in the aircraft calculates the slant range, the accuracy with respect to 
the actual, ground distance of the aircraft to the beacon decreases when approaching the 
beacon. 

B.2.6 Non-Directional Beacon (NOB) 

The NOB is a system which radiates an unique Morse code waves in the Low Frequency 
(LF) band between 190 KHz. and 500 KHz. in all directions, with which a pilot can determine 
its relative position with regard to the beacon. To receive the signal and to determine its 
relative pqsition, the plane has to be equipped with Automatic Direction Finder (ADF) 
equipment5• 

NDBs are usually located at or near airports, so that pilots can home to these sites. Pilots 
can also use them for markers along a route they want to fly. The beacons give them 
roughly a way to navigate from one beacon to the other. 

The NOB transmits a uniform signal omni-directionally from the transmitter. With the 
received signal, an aircraft is positioned in the direction of the beacon. With bearings of two 
NDBs, a pilot plots the exact position of the aircraft in the airspace. The method used with 
this type of beacon is called homing. The plotting of the position is done through Direction 
Finders on board of the aircraft. In the old days, the Direction Finder was handled manually, 
but nowadays most aircraft are equipped with an Automatic Direction Finder (ADF). 

B.2.7 Global Positioning System (GPS) 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based radio navigation system which 
utilises precise range measurements from the GPS satellites to determine precise position 
and time anywhere in the world. The system is managed for the Government of the United 
States of America by the United States Air Force. The GPS has three major segments, 
namely space, control and user. 

5 
Schreiner opleidingsinstituut, Documentatie voor opleiding luchtmacht piloten nederlandse luchtmacht (The 
Netherlands: 1988, page n). 
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The GPS space segment consists of 24 satellites in six orbital planes. The spacing nf 
satellites in orbit is arranged so that a minimum of four satellites are in view of to users. The 
satenites broadcast a pseudo-random code timing signal with the help of an atomic clock 
and a data message, of which a part consists of their exact measured orbital parameters 
(ephemeris data). 
The GPS control segment has five monitor stations and three ground antennas with uplink 
capabilities. The monitor stations use a GPS receiver to passively track aft satellites in view 
and accumulate ranging data from the satellite signals. The information form the monitor 
stations is processed at the master control station to determine satellite clock and orbit 
states and to update the navigation message of each satellite. This updated information is 
transmitted to the satellites via the ground antennas. 
The GPS user segment consists of an antenna and receiver-processor to receive and 
compute navigation solutions to provide positioning and precise timing to the user. The 
airborne equipment processes the received pseudo-random code timing signal and data 
message as well as a measurement of how long a radio signal takes to reach the receiver 
from each satellite. The receiver uses the ephemeris data to calculate the satellite location. 
By knowing the precise location of each satellite and precisely matching timing, the receiver 
can solve four simultaneous equations for the three components of a three-dimensional 
position and time. 

To meet the operational performance requirements (accuracy, integrity, availability and 
continuity) for all phases of flight, the GPS requires varying degrees of augmentation. 
Augmentations have been proposed in three broad categories, namely on-board, local area 
and wide area augmentation. 
On-board augmentation refers to the testing of the integrity of the received satellite 
information. It is particularly used to eliminate faulty satellites by comparing signals of five 
or six satellites. With local augmentation, a monitor is located at or near an airport where 
precision operations are required. The monitor sends signals to aircraft in the vicinity to 
increase the position accuracy along with satellite integrity information. Wide augmentation 
is used for more stages of flight and is implemented by use of geo-stationairy satellites, 
which transmit augmentation information. 

B.3 SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT 

B.3.1 Primary Surveillance Radar (PSR) 

The PSR radiates an omni-directional turning series of energy pulses, which are reflected by 
any flying object within the vicinity of the Radar installation. An object is represented by a 
blip on a Radar screen. The distance of between the aircraft and the Radar is calculated by 
measuring the time difference between each transmitted and received pulse. 
The PSR consists of two transmitters and two receivers, which transmit and receive at two 
frequencies at the same time. This configuration is made to ensure the continuity of the 
Radar. When one frequency is fading, the other frequency can be used. This is called 
frequency diversity to ensure higher reliability. One frequency is 1274 MHz and the other is 
1333 MHz. 

The PSR is an aid which delivers an indirect service towards the pilots of approaching 
planes, because the information is only used by the approach controllers to establish the 
positions of all the planes in the vicinity of the radar, located at the airport. When two 
aeroplanes are closing in on each other too much, a controller will communicate with the 
relevant pilots so that they can change there original route to avoid collision. 

B.3.2 Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) 

The SSR is used to interrogate the incoming planes for their identification, flight level and 
emergency identification. The latter is used to distinguish normally operating aeroplanes 
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from aeroplanes which are in an emergency situation like a hijack or a disorder with the 
plane. The antenna of the SSR is placed on top of the antenna of the PSR. 

The SSR is based on re-transmission (two-way communication) of the received Radar pulse 
signal by the aircraft. This way of surveillance solves the problems of the PSR, which are 
the bad visibility of aircraft echoes with bad weather, ground echoes and inversion, unknown 
identification of aircrafts and the huge transmission power, necessary to balance energy loss 
due to reflection. · 

The SSR contains also two transmitters and two receivers of which one transmitter and one 
receiver are the back-ups for the other equipment. The transmitters operate on the 
frequency 1030 MHz. and the receivers operate on 1090 MHz. 
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Figure 1: Organisational structure Directorate of Civil Aviation Head Quarters 
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APPENDIX F : SITES AERONAUTICAL TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
N/A = Nol applicable 

Dar es Salaam International Airport (DIA) 

Number Site Equipment Nr. Appllcatlon Powering site Alrco Bull ding Cabling Security 

Type Status Age (yrs.) Status Age (yrs.) Status 

F.1 Area Control Room ACC Controller console 4 Approach & Area Control Power system See section OK 13 OK - Operations from the room 

A TS/DS exchange (superv. desk) 1 part of ATS 17.1.2 are done 24 hours per 
day 

Rader console 1 Approach Radar Control 

F.2 Equipment room Tower Nerdeux VHF transm ill er 10 Air Traffic Control Power system See section OK 13 OK - -
Nerdeux VHF receiver 9 Air Traffic Control 

17.1.2 

Sterec VHF selector 1 Channel selector 

F.3 Equipment Room ACC Telerad VHF RCU 1 Remote control VHF relay Power system See section Not OK 13 OK, - - Operations from lhe room 
slelions 17.1.2 property are done 24 hours per 

earthed by day 
Vigilant VHF RCU 670 3 Monitoring VHF relay cage of 

stations and links Faraday 

Reder programming, monitor end 3 Radar auxiliary 
control equipment equipment (UIS) 

ILS RCU 1 remote control and 
monitoring 

ATIS system 1 ABS(U/S) 

Closed Circuit TV (CCTV) 1 Monitoring MET 
information 1 (UIS) 

Conversation recorders 3 Recording of flight and 
internal safety telephone 
conversations 

Time Clock Unit 1 BBC London time 
indication 

Internal A TS/DS exchange SEEE 1 safety telephone 

1 MET infonnation = infonnation concerning the local weather conditions 
F-1 
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Nunmer Site Equipment Nr. Application Powering aite Alrco Building Cabling Security 

Type Status Age(yrs.) Status Age (yrs.) Status 

F.4 VHF relay station (6x) Philips RX590 transmitter 2 Area Control Tanesco main See section OK 13 OK 13 All OK, except Security cabinet of TTCL did 

Pye R 4003 receiver 2 Area Control 
16.2.1 Bondwa: rodents cut not stop rodents from 

cables entering. 
Switching unit ST212B 1 TTCL back-up OK 

Philips MC 4420/504 1 Changeover unit 
diesel generator 

TTCL back-up OK, excapt 
batteries for 4 after frequent 
hours use 

F.5 Communication Room Communication booth 2 Area Control (UIS) Power system See section NIA 13 OK - - Operations from the room 
17.1.2 are done 24 hours per day 

DATA SELCAL code transmitter 2 Pilot alerting (UIS) 

HF transceiver Barrett SB 250 1 Area Control 

Tr11nsmitter Station 

F.6 Building 1 AeroCom USA HF transmitter 5 Area Control Tanesco main See section OK 20 OK 20 Cable between Area hardly fenced and easy 
16.2.1 station and ACC accessible. one guard for 

broken area. 
Philips HF transmitters 8 Area Control Diesel generator Unserviceable 

GEC-Marconi HF tr11nsmitter 1 Area Control back-up 

Dummy Antenna 1 Testing of transmitters 

Area HF antennas 7 3 directional & 4 omni-

directional 

Building 2 Southern Avionics NOB-DR 1 Homing beacon DIA Tanesco main See section NIA >30 Not OK 
16.2.1 

Diesel generator Unserviceable 
back-up 

Receiver Station 

F.7 Building Philips HF receiver 10 Area Control Power system See section Not OK 30 OK 20 OK Area properly fenced. one 

Vigilant HF reciever 9 Area Control & AFTN RTT 
17.1.2 guard checks equipment 

daily. 
Vigilant FSK demodulator 1 -

Area HF antennas 3 1 om ni-Oirectional & 2 
directional 

F-2 
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Number Site Equipment Nr. Application Powering site Alrco Bull ding Cebllng Security 

Type Status Age(yrs.) Status Age (yrs.) Status 

F.8 AFTN communication cantra Philips PACT220 transmitter 1 AFTN Power system See section Not OK 30 OK 20 OK 

Philips PACT 220 receiver 1 AFTN 
17.1.2 

Philips PACT220 transceiver 1 AFTN 

Sagem Tx20 transmitter 2 AFTN 

Sagem Tx20 racaiver 2 AFTN 

Sagem Tx20 transceiver 2 AFTN 

Sagem Tx35E transceiver 1 AFTN 

Sagem AMS computer CC 256 1 AFTN message handling 

HF transceiver RACAL RA 1 AFTN RTT purposes 

1772 

F.9 LLZ stte Localizer 1 Component precision Power system See section Not OK 13 OK - - Cabin equipment has a lock. 
landing aid 17.1.2 Antenna installation is easy 

accessible by local people, due to 
improper fencing airport araa. 

Batteries for 4 OK, except after 
hours back-up frequent use 

F.10 GP stte Glide Path 1 Component precision Power system See section Not OK 13 OK - - Cabin equipment has a lock. 
landing aid 17.1.2 Antennas of GP and monitor are 

easy accessible by local people, 
due to improper fencing airport 
area. 

Batteries for 4 OK, except after 
hours back-up frequent use 

F.11 Middle Marker site Middle Marker 1 Altitude measuring Power system See section NIA - - 13 OK -
17.1.2 

F.12 Outer Marker site Outer Marker 1 Altitude measuring Power system See section N/A - - 13 Power cables -
17.1.2 between site 

and power 
system DIA 
are broken 

Southam Avionics NOB-OS 1 Locator DIA NIA - -

F-3 
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Number Site Equipment Nr. Application Powering site Alrco Building Cabling Security 

Type Status Age (yrs.) Status Age (yrs.) Status 

F.13 VORIOME sita VOR 1 Bearing beacon Power system See section Not OK 21 Not OK - - Cabin has a lock. 
17.1.2 

DME 1 Distance measuring 

F.14 Radar site Thompson CSF Primary 1 Aircraft detection Power system See section OK 13 OK 13 OK Building is not guarded, 
Surveillance Radar antenna 17.1.2 but locked duing absence. 

Thompson CSF Secondary 1 Aircraft identification 
Surveillance Radar antenna 

Thompson CSF Transformer 2 Transforms VHF signals into 
energy beams 

F.15 NOB-OM site NOB-OM 1 Locator DIA Tanesco main See section N/A 5 - - - -
16.2.1 

F.16 Technical store Spare parts of aeronautical - Storage of spares for NIA NIA Not 34 Not OK N/A N/A NIA 
telecommunication equipment corrective maintenance present 

Kilimanjaro International Airport (KIA) 

Number Site Equipment Nr. Appllcatlon Powering site Alrco Building Cabling Security 

Type Status Age (yrs.) Status Age (yrs.) Status 

F.17 Visual Control Room Walter Dittel FSG-70 VHF 1 Approach Control Power system See section OK 25 OK - - ATC building only accessable 
transceiver monitoring 17.2.2 to DCA personnel 

A TS/DS exhcange 1 ATS/DS 24 Volts car OK 

Miscellaneous equipment 5 Control aids 
battery for 48 
hours 

F.18 Equipment Room Park Air Electronics 1500 transmitter Approach Control Power system See section OK ATC building only accessable 
17.2.2 to DCA personnel 

Park Air Electronics 1500 trasnmitter Aerodrome Control 

Park Air Electronics 1500 receiver 2 Aerodrome Control 

F.19 Communication Room Philips PACT200/220 transmitter 2 AFTN Power system See section OK ATC building only accessable 
17.2.2 to DCA personnel 

Philips PACT200/220 receiver 2 AFTN 

Philips PACT200/220 transceiver 1 AFTN 

F-4 
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Number Site Equipment Nr. Application Powering site Alrco Building Cabllng Security 

Type Status Age Status Age (yrs.) Status 

(yrs.) 

F.20 D-VOR/DME site D-VOR Racal DVB Mk HA 1 Bearing for KIA Power system See section OK 1 OK - Cabin is locked 
17.2.2 

DME Fernau Avionics 2020 1 Distance measuring 

Varactor antenna simulator 1 Checking of 0-VOR 

Error Curve simulator 1 Checking of 0-VOR 

F.21 NOB-KB site NOB-KB Southern Avionics 1 Locator for KIA Stand-alone OK N/A - - NIA - -
solar panel 

F.22 NOB-KL site NOB-KL Southern Avionics 1 Locator for KIA Power system Not connected N/A - - Unknown Power cables -
blown to ground 
and stolen 

Back-up diesel OK 
generator 

F.23 NOB-KO site NOB-KO Southern Avionics 1 Locator for KIA Power system Not connected NIA - - Unknown Power cables -
blown to ground 
and stolen 

Back-up diesel OK 
generator 

Arusha Airfield 

Number Site Equipment Nr. Application Powering site Alrco Building Cabllng Security 

Type Status Age (yrs.) Status Age (yrs.) Status 

F.24 Visual Control Room Walter Dittel FSG-70 VHF 1 Aerodrome Control Power system See section OK 5 OK - VCR only accessable to 
transceiver 17.3.2 DCA personnel 

A TS/DS telephone 1 ATS/DS Back-up diesel Unserviceable 
generator 

transistor radio 1 Monitoring NOB-AR 

F.25 AFTNRoom Siemens transceiver 1 AFTN Power system See section OK AFTN room only 
17.3.2 accessable to DCA 

personnel 
Back-up diesel Unserviceable 
generator 

F.26 NOB-AR site NOB-AR Southern Avionics 1 Locator for Arusha Airfield Power system OK N/A >20 OK - ' - Shed is locked during 

operation 

Back-up diesel Unserviceable 
generator 
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APPENDIX G : INVENTORY COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT (status: 18-7-1996) 
S = Serviceable 
UIS = Unserviceable 

G 11 t nven Ol'l' HF "tt transm1 ers 
Airport Manufacturer Application Range(NM) Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Dar es Saleem 

Transmitter Station AeroCom USA Area Control >680 20 1 4 Equipment is obsolete. 

Philips Area Control & AFTN > 680 15 0 8 Equipment is obsolete. 

Granger Ass. - >680 20 0 1 Equipment is obsolete. 

GEC-Marconi Area Control >680 <1 0 1 At time of visit not commisioned. due to programming problems 

SPT AFTNRTT >680 11 0 4 AFTN RTT is not used enymore. Equipment is obsolete. 

G21 . nventorv H F receivers 
Airport Manufacturer Application Range(NM) Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Dares Salaam 

Receiver Station Philips Area Control & AFTN >680 15 10 - Not used anymore at all. Equipment is obsolete. 

Vigilant SR722RC Area Control >680 11 3 -
Area Control back-up >680 11 1 -
AFTN >680 11 4 AFTN RTT is not used anymore. 

AFTN back-up >680 11 1 - AFTN RTT is not used anymore. 

G31 . t nven ory HFt ransce1vers 
Airport Manufacturer Application Range(NM) Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Dares Salaam 

AFTN communication centre Racal RA 1772 AFTN > 680 15 - 1 Equipment became obsolete and spare parts were stripped from other equipment. 

Communication Room Bartelt SB-250 HF Area Control >680 < 1 1 -
Central Worlcshop Bartelt SB-250 HF DCA internal >680 < 1 1 -
Technical Stores Bartelt SB-250 HF DCA internal >680 < 1 1 -
Mobile 1 & 2 Bartelt SB-250 HF DCAintamal >680 < 1 2 -
Kilimanjaro Bartelt SB-250 HF DCA internal >680 < 1 1 -
Musoma Bartelt SB-250 HF DCA internal >680 < 1 1 -
Mwanza Barrett SB-250 HF DCA internal > 680 < 1 1 -
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APPENDIX G: INVENTORY COMMUN/CATION EQUIPMENT (status: 18-7-1996) 

G.3 lnventorv HF transceivers (continuation) 
Airport Manufacturer Application Range(NM) Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Pemba Barrett SB-250 HF DCA internal >680 < 1 1 -
Tanga Barrett SB-250 HF DCA internal >680 < 1 1 -
Zanzibar Barrett SB-250 HF DCA internal >680 < 1 1 -

G41 . t nven ory VHFt "tt ransm1 ers 
Airport Manufacturer Appl I cation Freq. (Mhz) Range(NM) Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Dares Salaam 

Equipment Room Tower Nardeux Aerodrome Control 118.3 200 13 1 -
Nardeux ATIS 119.0 200 13 - 1 Unserviceable transmitter is used by CATC for training. 

Nardeux Approach Control 119.6 200 13 1 -
Nardeux Approach Control 127.1 200 13 1 -
Nardeux Approach Control back-up 120.0 200 13 1 -
Nardeux SMC' 121.8 200 13 1 -
Nardeux Area Control 123.3 200 13 1 -
Nardeux TPDF2 124.5 200 13 1 -

Dodoma AeroCom 7070 Approach Control lower airspace 125.3 15 24 - 1 

lringa Par1< Air Electronics 1000 R Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 18 1 -
Kilimanjaro 

- STC DUBA/B Aerodrome & Approach Control - 150 24 - 8 

Equipment Room Par1< Air Electronics 1500 Approach Control 120.1 150 6 1 -
Par1< Air Electronics 1500 Aerodrome Control 119.9 150 6 1 -

Mbeya AeroCom 7070 Aerodrome Control - 15 24 1 

Mtwara Pye FAM-27 Aerodrome Control - 15 28 - 2 

Mwanza Par1< Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome Control - 15 21 - 1 

Pemba Par1< Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome Control 122.5 15 21 1 -
Songea Par1< Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome Control - 15 21 - 1 

Tabora Par1< Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome Control - 15 24 - 1 

Tanga Par1< Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome Control - 15 21 1 

1 
SMC = Surface Movement Control 

2 
TPDF =Tanzanian Peoples Defence Front (Tanzanian army) 
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APPENDIX G: INVENTORY COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT (status: 18-7-1996) 

G.4 Inventory VHF transmitters (continuation) 
Airport Manufacturer Appl I cation Freq. (Mhz) Range(NM) Age(yrs.) s U/S Remarks on status 

Zanzibar AeroCom 7070 Aerodrome Control - 15 24 - 1 Problems due to age. 

Park Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome control 118.1 15 1 1 -
VHF relay station Philips RZ590 Area Control 119.3 200 14 3 -

Philips RZ590 Area Control back-up 119.3 200 14 3 -
Philips RZ590 Area Control 123.3 200 14 3 -
Philips RZ590 Area Control back-up 123.3 200 14 3 -

G51 nventory VHF receivers 
Airport Manufacturer Appllcatlon Freq. (Mhz) Range Age(yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

(NM) 

Dares Salaam 
Equipment Room Tower Nardeux Aerodrome Control 118.3 200 13 1 -

Nardeux Approach Control 119.6 200 13 1 -
Nardeux Approach Control 127.1 200 13 1 -
Nardeux Approach Control back-up 120.0 200 13 1 -
Nardeux SMC3 121.8 200 13 1 -
Nardeux Area Control 123.3 200 13 1 -
Nardeux lPDF' 124.5 200 13 1 -

Dodoma AeroCom 8080 Aerodrome Control 125.3 15 24 2 

Approach Control lower airspace 

fringe Park Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 14 1 -
Kilimanjaro 

- AeroCom 8080 - - 150 24 - 8 

Equipment Room Park Air Electronics 1500 Approach Control 120.1 150 6 1 -
Park Air Electronics 1500 Aerodrome Control 119.9 150 6 1 -

Mbeya AeroCom 8080 Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 24 1 -
Mtware Park Air Electronics 1000 R Aerodrome Control - 15 24 - 2 

Mwanza Park Air Electronics 1000 R Aerodrome Control - 15 21 - 1 

Pemba Park Air Electronics 1 OOO R Aerodrome Control - 15 21 - 1 

3 
SMC = Surface Movement Control 

4 
TPDF =Tanzanian Peoples Defence Front (Tanzanian army) 
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APPENDIX G: INVENTORY COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT (status: 18-7-1996) 

G.5 Inventory VHF receivers (continuation) 
Airport Manufacturer Application Freq. (Mhz) Range(NMI Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Songea Peri< Air Electronics 1200 R Aerodrome Control - 15 21 - 1 

Tabora Peri< Air Electronics 1 OOO R Aerodrome Control - 15 24 - 1 

Tangs Peri< Air Electronics 1 OOO R Aerodrome Control - 15 21 - 2 

Zanzibar Peri< Air Electronics 1000 R Aerodrome Control - 15 24 2 ? Problems due to age. 

VHF area cover PyeR4003 Area Control 119.3 200 13 3 -
Pye R 4003 Area Control back-up 119.3 200 13 3 -
Pye R 4003 Area Control 123.3 200 13 3 -
PyeR4003 Area Control back-up 123.3 200 13 3 -

G61 t nven ory VHFt ransce1vers 
Airport Manufacturer Application Freq. (Mhzl Range(NM) Age(yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Arusha 
Visual Control Room Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 5 1 -

Walter Dittel FSG-70 Monitoring Approach Control KIA 120.1 15 5 1 -
Dodoma Backer Aerodrome Control - 15 18 - 1 

Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control see report 15 6 1 -
lringa Marconi RC 666 Aerodrome Control - 15 24 - 1 

Backer Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 18 1 -
Kigoma Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control see report 15 8 1 -

Walter Oittel FSG-70 see DCA list see report 15 8 1 -
Kilimanjaro 
Visual Control Room Walter Dittel FSG-70 Area Control monitoring 123.3 15 6 2 -
Mbeya Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 6 1 -
Mtwara Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 6 1 -
Mwanza Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control 123.1 15 6 1 -
Pemba Marconi RC 666 Aerodrome Control 123.5 15 18 1 

Songea Becker Aerodrome Control - 15 18 - 1 

Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 6 1 -
Tabora Marconi RC 666 Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 14 1 

Tanga Marconi RC 666 Aerodrome Control - 15 14 1 

Walter Dittel FSG-70 Aerodrome Control 121.1 15 6 1 -
Zanzibar Marconi RC 666 Aerodrome Control 118.1 15 18 1 
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APPENDIX G: INVENTORY COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT (status: 18-7-1996) 

G71 t nven ory AFTN equ1pmen t 
Airport Manufacturer Type Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

Arusha 

CommunicaNon Room Siemens transceiver - - 1 -
Dares Salaam 

AFTN communicaNon Philips PACT220 transmitter - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 
centte 

Philips PACT220 receiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Philips PACT220 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Sagem Tx20 transmitter - 13 2 - Spare parts problem. 

Sagem Tx20 receiver - 13 2 - Spare parts problem. 

Sagem Tx20 transceiver - 13 2 - Spare parts problem. 

Sagem Tx35E transceiver - 5 1 - Susceptible to power fluctuations. 

Sagem AMS computer CC 256 dual 13 - 1 MicfOi>rocessor and memory boards broke down after power failure. No response manufacturer on request assistance 
and spares. 

DCA Head Quarters Sagem Tx transceiver - 13 1 -
Briefing Office Sagem Tx transceiver - 13 1 -
MET Office Sagem Tx transceiver - 13 - 1 

Military hangar Sagem Tx transceiver - 13 - 1 

Airlines operaNons Sagem Tx transceiver - 13 - 1 

CATC Philips PACT200/220 - 13 6 6 Serviceable units are used for training purposes. Equipment is obsolete. 

Dodoma Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 4 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Kigoma Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Kilimanjaro 
Communication Room Philips PACT200/220 transmitter - 13 2 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Philips PACT200/220 receiver - 13 2 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Philips PACT200/220 transceiver - 13 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Mbeya Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Mtwara Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Mwanza Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Pemba Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Songea Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Tabora Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Tanga Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 

Zanzibar Philips PACT200 transceiver - 15 1 - Equipment is obsolete. 
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APPENDIX H : AFTN RELATED INFORMATION 
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APPENDIX H: AFTN RELATED INFORMATION 

H.2 Availability AFTN links Dares Salaam 

The figures of table 1 are the availability figures of all AFTN connections of the Dar es Salaam AFTN 
communication centre. The period shown stretches from January 1995 until April 1996. Of the 
columns or cells which are empty, information was not available. 

lntemattonal links 

To Nairobi 

From Nairobi 

To Lusaka 

From Lusaka 

To Bujumbura 

From Bujumbura 

To Lilongwe 

From Lilongwe 

To Entebbe 

From Entebbe 

To Kigali 

From Kigali 

Domestic links 

To Kilimanjaro 

From Kilimanjaro 

To Dodoma 

From Dodoma 

ToPemba 

From Pemba 

To Zanzibar 

From Zanzibar 

To Songea 

From Songea 

To Mtwara 

From Mtwara 

To Tabora 

From Tabora 

To Tanga 

From Tanga 

To DCA HQ 

From DCA HQ 

To Briefing Office 

From Briefing Office 

JAN FEB 

96.2% 95.0% 

82.2% 94.0% 

86.6% 87.0% 

89.2% 84.0% 

67.7% 61.4% 

58.0% 50.0% 

98.4% 88.0% 

92.7% 91.0% 

94.0% 94.0% 

97.7% 92.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

JAN FEB 

95.2% 92.5% 

96.1% 92.5% 

96.0% 94.0% 

93.6% 92.0% 

89.3% 72.0% 

60.8% 64.0% 

98.3% 

88.7% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

82.0% 

55.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

89.0% 

89.6% 

53.9% 9.0% 

53.9% 7.0% 

99.1% 80.0% 

99.1% 79.0% 

25.3% 58.0% 

0.0% 58.0% 

• '''"""'""'''"""'"".,.""""' ••••••••••••••••••-••••• 

MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC Average 

96.0% 80.5% 98.0% 98.2% 97.8% 94.5% 

96.0% 80.5% 70.9% 89.9% 97.1% 

19.2% 61.4% 82.7% 78.9% 98.5% 

15.2% 58.2% 58.6% 78.8% 96.6% 

0.0% 76.0% 61.5% 89.9% 96.4% 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 41.5% 71.9% 

88.7% 67.4% 74.0% 87.5% 97.0% 

84.0% 65.4% 83.8% 90.7% 96.4% 

85.0% 91.7% 67.2% 41.6% 95.5% 

87.0% 38.8% 60.9% 0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

95.8% 98.0% 99.0% 97.6% 94.6% 

95.8% 97.3% 97.0% 97.6% 94.6% 

97.2% 99.7% 97.0% 98.5% 97.0% 

97.2% 99.7% 99.1% 98.5% 97.0% 

60.8% 88.9% 69.6% 60.8% 84.3% 

46.1% n.1% 69.6% 60.8% 87.5% 

70.8% 77.6% 95.7% 0.0% 45.0% 

70.8% 77.6% 80.9% 96.0% 80.8% 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 56.3% 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 56.3% 

98.5% 91.5% 

98.5% 91.0% 

0.0% 84.4% 97.0% 79.0% 78.7% 

0.0% 82.4% 64.6% 39.0% 57.0% 

94.6% 98.5% 96.4% 96.6% 93.2% 

? 96.7% 96.8% 96.6% 93.7% 

87.0% 97.8% 97.0% 86.1% 89.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 97.0% 86.1% 92.3% 

87.2% 

73.5% 

68.7% 

64.7% 

31.6% 

85.9% 

86.3% 

81.3% 

53.8% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

Average 

96.i% 
95.8% 

97.1% 

96.7% 

75.1% 

66.6% 

67.1% 

78.5% 

8.0% 

8.0% 

93.0% 

93.0% 

57.4% 

43.4% 

94.1% 

80.3% 

77.2% 

47.6% 

Table 1: availability AFTN links communication centre DIA 

- =information not available 

JAN 

48.2% 

99.3% 

29.0% 

97.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

JAN 

0.0% 

0.0% 

FEB MAR APR 

69.1% 95.6% 

71.0% 85.0% 

85.0% 93.0% 

97.8% 22.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

0.0% 0.0% 

FEB MAR 

96.2% 

APR 

0.0% 

96.2% 0.0% 

97.7% 98.3% 

59.6% 98.3% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

0.0% 

100.0% 

100.0% 



H.3 Sample AFTN messages communication centre DIA 

AFTN connections 23-7-'95 16-7-'96 21-7-'96 20-10-'96 21-10-'96 

Nairobi to DIA 483 43 

DIA to Nairobi 162 

Lusaka to DIA 110 482 559 176 75 
DIA to Lusaka 200 6 21 
Bujumbura to DIA 37 

DIA to Bujumbura 244 

Lilongwe to DIA 47 

DIA to Lilongwe 47 

Entebbe to DIA 

DIA to Entebbe 20 

KIA to DIA 39 5 
DIA to KIA 6 5 
Dodoma to DIA 13 15 13 19 
DIA to Dodoma 7 0 
Briefing Office to DIA 54 60 58 36 
DIA to Briefing Office 5 
HQ to DIA 10 
DIA to HQ 13 7 6 
Zanzibar to DIA 12 
DIA to Zanzibar 

SITA to DIA 12 
DIA to SITA 192 236 
Total messages 6,618 818 879 299 195 

Table 2: number of AFTN messages per connection per date 

*=information not available 

The total number of messages on July 23rd 1995 consist of all messages on international, domestic 
and internal links. The figures of that date stem from a survey, which was done quarterly by the 
Communication section and based on data produced by the AMS computer. This survey only includes 
international links. The figures of the other dates are calculated from the teletypeprinter rolls for each 
destination and direction. The number of messages have been recorded according to the counting 
system of the AFTN teletypewriters. 



APPENDIX H: AFTN RELATED INFORMATION 

H.4 Sample Total AFTN Messages communication centre DIA 

Table 3 shows eight dates of measurements of the number of incoming and outgoing AFTN 
messages. The first four dates indicate the quarterly measurement by the Communication section. 
The last four dates are the totals of the above shown figures of the relevant dates. Of these four dates 
two pairs were made to see whether the difference between the dates in July and October was 
incidental or present due to a problem. 

•••• """"""""""'"""'"""'"'""""Hm•• .... ., .. .,.., .......... ,., ...... 

Date Nr. 

23-7-'92 4,579 

23-1-'95 7,846 

23-4-'95 6,075 

23- 7- '95 6,618 

23 - 10- '95 6,710 

16-7-'96 818 

21 - 7- '96 879 

20-10 - '96 299 

21-10- '96 195 

Table 3: number of AFTN messages per date 



APPENDIX I: ATSIDS RELATED INFORMATION 

APPENDIX I : ATS/DS RELATED INFORMATION 

1.1 Map of ATS/DS links in Tanzania 

0 50 100 200 300 400 

NaulcolLtloo('"'J 
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APPENDIX I: ATS/DS RELATED INFORMATION 

1.2 Availability ATS/DS links Dares Salaam Area Control Room (ACR) 

. .Direct Speech ... JAN FEB MAR ......... AP~ ....... MAY Average 
Nairobi 90% 9i0k···· 94% 94% 
Entebbe 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Mombassa 0% 4% 71% 25% 
Kilimanjaro 100% 100% 94% 98% 
Dodoma 100% 97% 87% 95% 
Tanga 100% 41% 94% 78% 
Zanzibar 100% 100% 71% 90% 
lringa 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Mtwara 52% 93% 52% 66% 

··················---.. --................................... ,. ..................................... "''""'"""""-"""""'""" 

Table 1: availability ATSIDS links Dares Salaam January - May 1996 

1.3 Availability ATS/DS links Kilimanjaro Visual Control Room (VCR) 

.............................. ., ...................................... .............................................. . ....................... 
Direct Speech JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC Average JAN FEB MAR APR Average 

Nairobi 100% 89% 100% 77% 97% 90% 91% 94% 90% 100% 97% 87% 94% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Dar es Salaam 100% 100% 84% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 90% 77% 94% 100% 95% 97% 97% 100% 100% 99% 

Arusha 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 67% 74% 100% 0% 0% 44% 

KIA fire department 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 74% 100% 0% 0% 44% 
.................................. '"'""'''''''""'''""'''"""'"""""''••m• 

Table 2: availability ATSIDS links Kilimanjaro 1995 & January- May 1996 
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APPENDIX J: NAVIGATION AIDS 

J.1 -J.4: INVENTORY NAVIGATION AIDS (JULY 18th 1996) 

S = Serviceable 
UIS = Unserviceable 

J.1 Inventory Instrument Landing System (ILS) 
Nr. Airport C~ent Location Manufacturer Type Outside monitor Freq. (MHz) Range(NM) Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

1 Dares Salaam Localizer LLZsite Thompson CSF 381 dual Nol 110.50 15 13 1 - Needs calibration. 

Glide Path GP site Thompson CSF 381 dual Near field 329.60 15 13 1 - Needs calibration. 

Middle Marker Middle Marker site Philips - - 75.00 150m. 14 1 -
Outer Marker Outer Marker site Philips - 75.00 300m. 14 1 - Outer Marker UIS, because it is not powered. 

2 Kilimanjaro ILS NIA STC STAN 37138139 - - - NIA 25 - 1 Because of age equipment. 

11LS installation is a Category I system. 

J.2 Inventory VHF Omni-Ran~ e (VOR) 
Nr. Airport Code Location Manufacturer Type Outside monitor Freq. jMHz) Range(NM) Age(yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

1 Dares Salaam DV VOR/DME site W11cox585B dual Not 112.70 150 21 1 - H needs calibration. 

2 Kilimanjaro KV 0-VOR/DME site Racal Avionics DVB Mk llA dual 115.30 150 1 1 -
3 Mbeya - - Wilcox485B - Not 114.50 21 - 1 Due to obsolete equipment. Doppler-VOR is planned. 

4 Mwanza MV - Wilcox 585B dual Not 115.70 150 21 1 - Only one system is working. There is a spare-parts problem. 

5 Pemba - NIA NIA NIA NIA 114.30 NIA NIA - 1 Planned. 

6 Tabore - - Wilcox485 - Not 115.10 - 21 - 1 Due to obsolete equipment. Doppler-VOR is planned. 

7 Zanzibar - NIA NIA NIA NIA 113.50 NIA NIA - 1 Planned. 

J.3 Inventory Distance Measuring Eauipment (DME) 
Nr. Airport Code Location Manufacturer Type Freq. (MHz) Range(NM) Age (yrs.) s UIS Remarks on status 

1 Dar es Salaam DV VOR/DME site Wilcox596B 112.70 150 21 - 1 Spare parts (quadruplicate valves) required. 

2 Kilimanjaro KV D-VOR/DME site Femau Avionics 2020 dual 115.30 150 1 1 - Only one system is working. 

3 Mbeya - - Wilcox496 114.50 150 18 - 1 Dua to aged equipment. 

4 Mwanza - NIA - 115.70 - - - 1 Planned. 

5 Pemba - NIA - 114.30 - NIA - 1 Planned. 

6 Tabore - - Wilcox496 115.10 - 21 - 1 Due to obsolete equipment. 

7 Zanzibar - NIA - 113.50 - NIA - 1 Planned. 
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APPENDIX J: NAVIGATION AIDS 

J.4 Inventory Non-Directional Beacon (NOB) 
Nr. Airport Code Location Manufacturar Type Freq. (KHz.) Ranga(NM) Age(yrs.) s U/S Remarks on status 

1 Arusha AR NOB-AR site SS-250CVS dual 391.00 60 5 1 -
2 Bukoba BK - SS-250CVS dual 300.00 50 13 1 -
3 Dar es Salaam DM - SS-800AVS dual 275.50 25 5 1 - Only one of the dual system is working 

4 DS Outer Marker site SS-800AVS dual 282.50 25 13 1 - NOB is UIS, because it is not powered. 

5 DR Transmitter Station SS-800AVS dual 361.00 150 3 1 Only one of the dual system is working 

6 Dodoma - - SS-1000 single 373.00 150 10 1 -
7 lringa IR - AeroCom 1 OOOL dual 397.00 75 25 1 - Only one of the dual system is working 

8 Kigoma KG - SS-800AVS dual 394.00 100 5 1 -
9 Kilimanjaro KL - SS-250CVS dual 283.00 25 6 1 - Only run during scheduled flights 

10 KB - SS-800AVS dual 293.00 100 8 1 -
11 KO - SS-250 CVS dual 298.00 25 6 1 - Only run during scheduled flights 

12 Mbesa MD - - - 265.00 - - - - Private beacon 

13 Mbeya MB - SS-800AVS dual 320.00 100 6 1 -
14 Mtwara MT - SS6-1000A single 336.00 150 10 1 -
15 Musoma MU - SS-800CVS dual 312.00 50 5 1 -
16 Mwadui - - - - 316.00 - - 1 Responsibility of a lemon company 

17 Mwanza MZ - SS-800CVS dual 403.00 100 8 1 Only one of the dual system is working 

18 Njombe NG - - - 430.00 100 - - - Responsibility of a lemon company 

19 Pemba PA - SS-250CVS dual 345.00 50 8 1 -
20 Songea SG - SS-800AVS dual 352.00 100 16 1 -
21 Songosongo SN - - - 412.00 - - - - Private beacon 

22 Tabora TB - SS-800AVS dual 333.00 120 <1 1 

23 Tangs TG - SS-800AVS dual 407.00 50 <1 1 -
24 Zanzibar zz - SS-250CVS dual 385.00 50 4 1 -
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J.5 Coverage NDBs Tanzania 
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J.6 Coverage VORs and DMEs Tanzania 
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APPENDIX K :PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS 

Frequency of checking 

Daily 

Weekly 

Quarterly 

Parameter 

output po.ver level 

radiation angle 

monitor parameters 

recording of daily parameters 

range of NAVAIDs & radio equipment 

ground check parameters modulation level 

other 

Yearly 

harmonics of radiated signals 

monitor alarm levels 

field strength 

radiation pattern 

parameters of equipment at non-manned sites 

flight calibration of NAVAIDs 

Table 1: parameters preventive maintenance 
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APPENDIX L : CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE RELATED INFORMATION 

L.1: Procedure corrective maintenance 

Equipment 
breaks down 

Equipment 
No repaired by Yes 

.----------1 local engineer 

Report problem to Head of Maintenance 
Engineers with DCA HQ Dar es Salaam 

Head of Maintenance Engineers 
assigns job to CW engineer 

CW engineer assesses required test
gears & spare parts for repair, required 
time for repair and costs 

CW engineer files form for approval 

within six hours? 

Equipment repaired and operative 

Chief of Telecommunications appraves trip 
and writes memo to finance department 
(when high costs are involved, Director 

General has to approve) 

Finance department gives engineer 
check for air-ticket and other costs 

CW engineer takes check to bank for money 

Extra spares 

Request engineer for spare parts and/or 
proper test-gears 

Management has to 
arrange transport to site 

Spare parts and/or test-gears brought to site 

Equipment repaired and operative 

CW engineer goes to 
site with faulty equipment 

Engineer able to 
repair equipment? 

No 

Need extra spares 
and/or test-gears or 
back to CW in 

Dar es Salaam? 

Yes 

Equipment repaired and operative I 

cw 

Engineer takes equipment 
to CO in Dar es Salaam 

Equipment repaired 

Management has to 
arrange transport to site 

Equipment brought 
back to site 

Equipment installed 
and operative 

L-1 
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L.2: Serviceability NDB-ZZ January - December 1995 

Serviceability NDB-ZZ January - December 1995 
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APPENDIX M: TRAINING OF HUMAN RESOURCES ANS ORGANISATION 

List of abbreviations 

CATC 
CATI 
CSTC 
EASA 
FAA 
KIA 

ANS department 

Civil Aviation Training Centre 
Civil Aviation Training Institute 
Civil Service Training Centre 
East African School of Aviation 
Federal Aviation Agency 
Kilimanjaro International Airport 

Basic training 

Course 

M.1 Air Traffic Control Officers Aerodrome Control 

Approach Control 

Air Traffic Control Instructors 

M.2 Communication Officers Aeronautical Fixed Service 
(AFS) 

Aeronautical Mobile 
Service (AFS) 

Duration 

1 year 

3 months 

1 year 

9 months 

Subjects 

• A TC theory & practical . Aeronautical Information Services 
(AIS) 

• aircraft performance & characteristics . aviation law 

• aviation geography 

• aerodromes & ground aids 

• flight navigation plotting & theory . meteorology 

Technology . Morse code . teletypeprinter manipulation and 
basics . radio communication systems 

• Automatic Message Switching 
computer basics 

Procedures (/CAO requirements) . Aeronautical Information Service 
procedures . general communication procedures 

General knowledge 

• general aviation knowledge . meteorology . analogue radio theory 

Technology . Morse code . radio communication systems 

M-1 

Institute 

EASA 
& 

CATC 

EASA 
& 

CATC 

EASA 
& 

CATC 

Specific training 

Country Course Duration Institute Country 

Kenya Area Control course 3 months CATC Tanzania 

Tanzania 
Radar Control course 2,5 months FAA USA 

8 months CATI Pakistan 

- EASA Kenya 

Search and Rescue ±4 months . Malaysia 

Air Traffic Management 3 months - Denmark 

Instructional techniques 1 month CATC Tanzania 

Kenya Supervisor course 3 months CATC Tanzania 
3 months Bail brook England 

Tanzania College 

Automatic Message 3 weeks Bail brook England 
Switching computer basics College 

General computer basics ± 2 months CSTC Tanzania 

Kenya 

Tanzania 
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Basic training Specific training 

ANS department Course Duration Subjects Institute Country Course Duration Institute Country 

AMS (continuation) 9 months Procedures (/CAO requirements) 
• Aeronautical Mobile Service 

procedures 

• Aeronautical Information Service 
procedures 

• Air Traffic Service procedures 
General . general aviation knowledge 

• meteorology 

• analogue radio theory 
Communication Instructors Instructional techniques 1.5 months CATC Thailand 

1.5 months Transport Canada 

M.3 Engineering training course ± 4 years • mathematics Conventional VOR/DME 3 months CATC Tanzania 

• electronics 1.5 month CATI Pakistan 
Telecommunication Engineers Advanced diploma training . digital techniques 

course • radio and navigation aids Radio maintenance 6 months CATC India 

• microwave propagation NAVAIDs 8 months CATC Tanzania 
Full Technicians course • circuit theory . telecommunication systems 3 months Philips Canada 

• basic Radar techniques theory 5 months CATI Pakistan 

digital electronics 
Radar principles 1 month Thompson France . 

advanced aeronautical ± 3 years • transmission lines - CATC Tanzania 

telecommunication and • antenna radiation pattern Test and measuring 3 months Arusha Tanzania 
radio maintenance • ILS basic principles . telecommunication receiver theory equipment 6weeks FAA USA 

• single side-band techniques Flight calibration 
• aviation course 

Aviation ground principles 
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Basic training Specific training 

ANS department Course Duration Subjects Institute Country Course Duration Institute Country 

M.3 Basic radio engineering • aerial installation Technical Tanzania ILS maintenance 6weeks CATC Tanzania 

• basic electricity college 3months CATC Thailand 

Telecommunication Technicians . measurement 

• test equipment Polytechnic Kenya Aeronautical VHF 6 months PITTC Holland 

college equipment . aviation courses 
Basic telecommunication • aerial installation 

EASA Kenya Teletypeprinter course 1 month - France 

aviation course • radio theory 
3 months - Sweden 

CATC Tanzania 
• power supply Doppler-VOR & computer 4weeks KIA Tanzania . HF and VHF radio application . navigation aids 

• basic digital and microprocessor Digital techniques 3 months Unidar Tanzania 

techniques 5 months CATC Egypt 

• ICAO rules and requirements 

• Radar principles Radio communication & 5months - England 

• computer software fault diagnosis 

Micro-processor 2 months Technical college Tanzania 

techniques 4weeks - -

Industrial electronics 2weeks - -

Radio Maintenance Instructors Basic instructional 1 month CATC Egypt Instructional techniques 1.5 month Ulyanovisk USSR 

techniaues 
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APPENDIX N : POWER SUPPLY RELATED INFORMATION 

N.1: Tanesco power problems Dares Salaam 

Table 1 shows the number of Tanesco power failures, the average length of power failures 
in a month, the number of power fluctuations which caused the generators to start, the 
average length of power fluctuations in a month and the number of problems with the back
up diesel generators after a power failure or fluctuation. The time period at hand stretches 
from January 1995 until July 1996. Information about December 1995 was not available. 

Month Nr(fa) L(fa) Nr(fl) L(fl) Nr(G) 
--· -·"- -·--,··--,---·--~------ ---·------------------- - -·· ----~----------

January 1995 8 32 3 

February 9 74 2 

March 25 105 4 

April 12 203 2 40 2 

May 5 50 

June 60 15 

July 7 77 8 2 

August 6 162 

September 26 102 4 

October 14 94 5 77 

November 12 36 11 

December No information available 

January 1996 6 36 2 7 

February 7 150 4 

March 2 170 2 

April 40 

May 31 

June 5 100 

July 6 80 

Total 153 10 47 

Table 1: Tanesco power failures and fluctuations DIA 1 

Nr(fa) = number of power failures 
L(fa) =average length of power failure per month (minutes) 
Nr(fl) = number of power fluctuations 
L(fl) =average length of power fluctuation per month (minutes) 
Nr(G) = number of problems with the back-up generators 

1 
source: status report Electrical section DIA 



APPENDIX N: POWER SUPPLY RELATED INFORMATION 

N.2: Lay-out power distribution Dar es Salaam International Airport (DIA) 
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Figure 1: lay-out power distribution Dares Salaam International Airport (DIA) 
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N.3: power fluctuation Dar es Salaam International Airport (DIA) 

The figure shows a power fluctuation, recorded simultaneously at the power house of the 
airport and at the Equipment Room inside the Area Control Centre (ACC). 
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APPENDIX 0 : RELEVANT DOCUMENTS AFS PROVISION VIA AFTN 

Documents which have to be applied by relevant States 

1. Africa - Indian Ocean Region Air Navigation Plan (Doc. 7474/26) 
This document contains requirements and recommendations, which apply specificly to the 
Africa - Indian Ocean region and which is formulated under auspices of ICAO. It also states 
the documents which have to be applied by the relevant States and which are listed below 
as number two to five. 

2. Annex 10: Aeronautical Telecommunications, Volume I: Communication systems 
This document contains requirements and recommendations by ICAO, concerning technical 
provisions of communication systems. 

3. Annex 10: Aeronautical Telecommunications, Volume I: Communication 
procedures 

This document contains communication procedures for all four sub-services of the 
Aeronautical Telecommunications Service, required and recommended by ICAO. The four 
sub-services are: the Aeronautical Mobile Service, the Aeronautical Fixed Service, the 
Aeronautical Radio Navigation Service and the Aeronautical Broadcasting Service. 

4. Regional Supplementary Procedures; part 2: Communications (Doc. 7030) 
This document contains communication procedures, supplementary to Volume II of Annex 
10. 

5. Manual on the Planning and Engineering of the Aeronautical Fixed 
Telecommunication Network (Doc. 8259-COM/533/4) 

This document contains the ICAO policy of planning and engineering of an AFTN within an 
Flight Information Region. It contains requirements and recommendations of planning the 
topology of the network and the implementation of communication centres. 

Documents with relevant background information 

6. Reports of the Meeting AFI Regional Air Navigation (RAN) Meeting 
(Doc. 9298, AFl/6) 

These documents are reports of meetings by representatives of all Civil Aviation Authorities 
within the African - Indian Ocean region. The meeting discusses problems encountered by 
all administrations, sets requirements and gives recommendations to administrations and 
States for the improvement of aeronautical services. It also sets requirements and 
recommendations concerning to regional matters, like transit-times of AFTN messages 
conveyed within the region. 
The regional meeting is under auspicien of ICAO and is held at least once a year. A report 
indicates which number of meeting it applies to (in 1979, the 6th meeting was held). 

7. Reports of the LIM AFI RAN Meeting (Doc. 9528) 
These documents are similar reports of RAN meetings, only the meetings are limited in 
scope of subjects of discussion. The meeting is held by at least all relevant Civil Aviation 
Authorities, which discuss subjects applying to matters within their Flight Information 
Region. 

8. Reports of the Meeting of the AFI Planning and Implementation Group (APIRG) 
The AFI Planning and Implementation Group (APIRG) is a few years old group of 
representatives of all Civil Aviation Authorities, solely concerned with matters within the 
African - Indian Ocean Region. This organ researches existing problems and 
implementations of ICAO future plans. It has formulated the rationalised AFTN Plan for the 
AFI region, which concerns the AFTN network on a regional level. 
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APPENDIX P: LIST OF MINIMUM REQUIRED AFTN STATISTICAL DATA AT A 
CENTRE 

This appendix contains the minimum required AFTN traffic statistical reports necessary for 
the management of main AFTN centre and the network. 1 

a) On the 23rd day of January, April, July and October, for each channel (exclusive of 
communications overhead, i.e. polling, test transmissions etc;) 

1) channel identification; 

2) output availability percentage; 

3) input availability percentage; 

4) total messages transmitted; 

5) total messages received; 

6) total characters transmitted; 

7) total characters received; 

8) identification of peak hour applicable to output; 

9) number of messages output during peak hour; 

10) circuit occupancy of the output side; 

11) identification of peak hour applicable to input; 

12) number of messages input during peak hour; 

13) circuit occupancy of the input side; 

14) average message length of output traffic, expressed in charaters, this day; 

15) average message length of input traffic, expressed in characters thios day; 

b) for the centre, totals of those arithmetically additive items noted in a) above. 

1 
International Civil Aviation Organisation, APIRG/10 report: Report of the 1oth meeting of the AFI Planning and 

Implementation Regional Group (APIRG), (Dakar: 3-7 June 1996, appendix 4.3C). 
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APPENDIX Q : COMPONENTS TRANSIT-TIME 

Transit time of message = sum of all relay times of involved AFTN stations 

Three relay times: 
A Relay time station at which message is filed 
B. Relay time at en-route relay station 
C. Relay time destination station 

A. Relay time station at which message is filed 

T\NO forms of filing message: 

1. teletypewriter form 
2. written form 

ad 1. relay time is as with en-route relay station 

ad 2. with written form, two possibilities: 

1. immediate transmission during processing 
2. transmission after processing 

T" = relay time filing station 
Dco = congestion delay awating operator 
Tp =processing time 

ad 2. T rt= Dco + T p + Th + Dco + Dec + To 

T" = relay time filing station 
Dco = congestion delay a.v.:Eng operator 
T P = processing time 
Th= handling time 
Dec = congestion delay a.vaiting outgoing chamel 
To= transmission time outgoing channel 

B. Relay time at en-route relay station 

T re= Dco + Tp +Th+ Dco +Dec+ To 

T re = relay time en-route relay station 
D00 =congestion delay awating operator 
T P = processing time 
Th= handling time 
Dec =congestion delay a.vating outgoing channel 
To =transmission time outgoing channel 

C. Relay time destination station (when within responsibility) 

T rt1 = relay time destinaion stalion 
Dco = congestion delay a.v.:Eng operator 
Th = handling time 



Example message Briefing Office DIA to Nairobi 

Tt = T rBO + T rOIA 

T1 =transit time 
T reo = relay time Briefing Office 
T .01A = relay time DIA 

with: 

T reo = Trt = Dco + Tp +Th+ Dco +Dec+ To 

T rt= relay time filing station 
D00 = congestion delay awaing ~a 
Tp =processing time 
Th = handling time 
Dec = congestion delay awaiting outgoing channel 
T0 =transmission time outgoing channel 
Tt =transit-time 

T r01A = T re= Dco +Th+ Dco +Dec+ To 

T re = relay time en-route relay station 
Dco =congestion delay awaing ~ 
Th = handling time 
Dec = congestion delay awaiting outgoing channel 
T0 =transmission time outgoing channel 

Example message Briefing Office DIA to Arusha 

T1 = T reo + T r01A + T rKJA+ TrA 

T1 =transit time 
T reo = relay time Briefing Office 
T .olA = relay time DIA 
T rKIA = relay time KIA 
TrA = relay time Anisha Airfield 

with: 

T rao = Trt = Dco + Tp +Th+ Dco +Dec+ To 

T rKIA = T re= Dco + Tp +Th+ Dco +Dec+ To 

TrA = T rc1 = Dco +Th 
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APPENDIX R : COMPARISON LIST SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS 

Service characteristic ICAO AFI plan bilateral DCA Difference? 

Extent of service According to geographical International links International links Presence 
Percentage number of possible destinations w.r.t. distribution and volume of traffic 

DSM1 
- Nairobi DSM - Nairobi x original number of destinations AFTN messages 

DSM-Kigali DSM-Kigali -
National links 

DSM - Bujumbura DSM - Bujumbura -
DSM-Dodoma 

National links 
DSM-lringa 

DSM-Dodoma x 
DSM - Kilimanjaro 

DSM-lringa -
DSM-Mtwara 

DSM - Kilimanjaro x 
DSM-Pemba 

DSM-Mtwara -
DSM-Songea 

DSM-Pemba -
DSM-Tabora 

DSM-Songea -
DSM-Tanga 

DSM-Tabora -
DSM - Zanzibar 

DSM-Tangs -
Dodoma - Mbeya 

DSM - Zanzibar -
Dodoma - Kigoma 

Kilimanjaro -Arusha x 
Dodoma - Mwanza 

Dodoma - Mbeya x 
Kilimanjaro -Arusha 

Dodoma - Kigoma x 
Internal links 

Dodoma - Mwanza x 
DSM - Briefing Office 

Internal links 
DSM-DCAHQ 

DSM - Briefing Office x 
DSM - MET Office 

DSM-DCAHQ x 
DSM - airline operations 

DSM - MET Office -
DSM - military office 

DSM - airline operations -
DSM - Control Tower 

DSM - military office -
SITAOlllce 

DSM - Control Tower -
Briefing Office - SITA 

SITAOlllce 

Briefing Office - SITA x 
Total required: 23 Actual total: 10 Yes 

1 
DSM = Dar es Salaam AFTN communication centre 
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Service characteristic ICAO AFI plan bilateral DCA Difference? 

Speed of service Meteorol!!lllcal Offices time(min.) In case absence of regional Meterol!!lllcal Offices llme(min.) 

transit-time priority 1 messages2 5 arrangements: priority 1 message 

prioirty 2 messages3 10 International links llme(mln.) priority 2 message 

DSM - Nairobi lnternatlonal llnks 

In case present: DSM-Kigali DSM - Nairobi 

Regional arrangements DSM - Bujumbura DSM-Kigali 

All flights within 1,000 NM to 5 KIA - Nairobi DSM - Bujumbura 

the common FIR boundary National llnks KIA - Nairobi 

(see extent of service DCA) National & Internal links 

Internal llnks (see extent of service DCA) 

(see extent of service DCA) SITA Office 

SITA Office Briefing Office - SITA 

Briefing Office - SITA 

Characteristic ICAO AA plan bilateral DCA Difference? 

Reliability of service Meteorol!!lllr'. Office 1%1 
95% per connection 

priority 1 message percentage of messages within transit-time 
(see extent of service DCA to which priority 2 message 

connections it applies) 
International links 

DSM - Nairobi 

DSM-Kigali 

DSM - Bujumbura 

KIA - Nairobi 

National & Internal links 

(see extent of service DCA) 

SITA Office 

Briefing Office - SITA 

2 
Priority 1 messages are SIGMET messages, special air-reports, amendments to aerodrome forecasts and reports on aerodromes, landing forecasts and selected special items from O to 550 NM. 

3 
Priority 2 messages are reports on aerodromes, landing forecasts and selected special items for distances exceeding 550 NM. 
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Characteristic ICAO AFI plan bilateral OCA Difference? 

Continuity of service International links (%1 
95%perlink 

DSM - Nairobi availability of links 
(see extent of service DCA DSM-Lusaka 

(link includes teletypewriter transmitter, to which links it applies) 
DSM - Lilongwe teletypewriler receiver and circuit) 
DSM - Entebbe 

KIA - Nairobi 

National links 

DSM-KIA 

DSM-Dodoma 

DSM-Zanzibar 

DSM-Tabora 

DSM-Mtwara 

DSM-lringa 

Meteorol!!:llJ! Office 

DSM - MET Office 

DCA Head Q!!arters 

DSM-DCAHQ 

SITAOfllce 

Briefing Office - SITA 

Characteristic ICAO AFI plan bilateral DCA Difference? 

Malntainability AFTN commmication centre 

Ability to correct service Dares Salaam (ACC) tlme(mln.) 

speed of re-transmission < B min. after request for 1 hr old Kilimanjaro 
message per centre 

Dodoma 

AFTN communication centre 

Ability to conserve service Dares Salaam (ACC) 

conservation transmitted messages > 30days Kilimanjaro 
period (days) 

Dodoma 
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APPENDIX S : FLOW-CHARTS SERVICE PROVISION SUB-PROCESSES 

S.1 Transmitting series 

The transmitting series consists of three parts, namely: 
1. processing of information into transferable message and printed form 
2. transferring of message onto out-going circuit 
3. conveying of message on out-going circuit 

1. Processing of information into transferable message and printed form 

from supplier 
aeronautical 
information 

--0-

QQ 

processing part of teletypewrlter terminal 

< processing of aeronautical information 
in written form into transferable form > 

G) 

0 
w 

= aeronautical information in written form 

= electricity 

= storage for possible re-transmission 
in case of mutilated messages 

=operator 

to transmitter 
part of terminal 

= AFTN message in 
printed form 

= AFTN message in the form of an 
internal electronic signal 

Figure 1: flow chart transmitting series part 1 

2. Transferring of message onto out-going circuit 

from processing 
part of terminal 

--+ 6 1----

Q 
l 

transmitting part of teletypewrlter terminal 

< transmitting of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message In the form of an Internal electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 2: flow chart transmitting series part 2 

to outgoing 
circuit 

= electricity 
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3. Conveying of message on out-going circuit 

to transmitter part 
teletypewriter terminal 

3 

out-going circuit 

< conveying of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 3: flow chart transmitting series part 3 

S.2 Receiving series 

The receiving series consists of only one part, namely: 
1. transforming of incoming message into printed and tom-tape form 

1. Transforming of incoming message into printed and tom-tape form 

from incoming 
circuit 

Q 
l 
teletypewriter receiver 

< receiving and processing of AFTN message 
into printed and "tom-tape" form> 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 0 
= AFTN message in printed form G 
= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages 

Figure 4: flow chart receiving series 

S-2 

to teletype writer 
receiver destination 

= electricity 

= electricity 

= AFTN message in "tom
tape" form 
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S.3 Relaying series 

The relaying series consists of five parts, namely: 
1. transforming of incoming message into printed and "tom-tape" form 
2. moving of "tom-tape" from teletypewriter receiver to processing part teletypewriter 

terminal 
3. transforming of "tom-tape" into internal electronic signal and printed form 
4. transmitting of internal electronic signal onto out-going circuit 
5. conveying of external electronic signal on out-going circuit 

1. Transforming of incoming message into printed and "tom-tape" form 

from incoming 
circuit 

Q 
l 
teletypewriter receiver 

< receiving and processing of AFTN 
message into printed and "tom-tape• form> 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal Q 
= AFTN message in printed form ~ 

= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages 

Figure 5: flow chart relaying series part 1 

to relevant 
operator 

= electricity 

= AFTN message in "tom
tape" form 

2. Moving of "tom-tape" from teletypewriter receiver to processing part teletypewriter 
terminal 

from teletypewriter 
receiver 

08 
operator 

< transfer of ''tom-tape" to 
teletypewriter transmitter> 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

= electricity 

=operator 

to processing part of 
teletypewriter transmitter 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

Figure 6: flow chart relaying series part 2 
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3. Processing of information into transferable message and printed form 

from teletypewriter 
receiver 

--GI-

QQ 

processing part of teletypewriter terminal 

< processing of tom-tape into internal electronic 
si nal and printed form > 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

= electricity 

= storage for possible re-transmission 
in case of mutilated messages 

Figure 7: flow chart relaying series part 3 

4. Transferring of message onto out-going circuit 

from processing 
part of terminal 

transmitting part of teletypewriter terminal 

< transmitting of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an internal electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 8: flow chart relaying series part 4 

5. Conveying of message on out-going circuit 

from transmitting part of 
teletypewriter terminal 

Q 
! 
out-going circuit 

< conveying of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 9: flow chart relaying series part 5 

=operator 

to transmitter 
part of terminal 

= AFTN message in printed form 

= AFTN message in the form of an 
internal electronic signal 

to outgoing 
circuit 

= electricity 

to receiver 
destination 

= electricity 
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5.4 Flow-charts service provision sub-processes - example 

The example applies to the connection between the Briefing Office in Dar es Salaam to the 
AFTN station at Zanzibar International Airport. The connection is divided into the two 
directions of message flows. First, the message flow from the Briefing Office to Zanzibar 
and then the flow from Zanzibar to the Briefing Office. The shortcomings of sub-processes, 
illustrated by boxes, refer to shortcomings of the extent of service. 

A. Briefing Office ---1~• Zanzibar 

The message flow from the Briefing Office to Zanzibar consists of the following series: 
a. transmitting series Briefing Office 
b. relaying series Dar es Salaam communication centre 
c. receiving series Zanzibar 

a. Transmitting series Briefing Office 

1. Processing information into transferable message & printed form Briefing Office 

fromAIS unit 

QQ 

processing part of teletypewriter Briefing Office 1----
< processing of aeronautical information 

in written form into transferable form > 

= aeronautical information in written form Q 
GJ = electricity 

= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages Q 
Figure 10: flow chart transmitting series part 1 

to transmitter 
part of terminal 

=operator 

= AFTN message in 
printed form 

= AFTN message in the 
form of an internal 
electronic signal 

2. Transferring of message onto out-going circuit to Dares Salaam communication centre 

from processing 
part of terminal 

--+ s __ _ 

Q 
l 

transmitting part of teletypewriter Briefing Office 

< transmitting of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an internal electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 11: flow chart transmitting series part 2 

to outgoing 
circuit 

= electricity 
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3. Conveying message on out-going circuit to Dares Salaam communication centre 

to transmitter part 
teletypewriter Briefing 

out-going circuit to comm. centre 
Office Q --+ 7 , ___ _ 

,__ ___________ __, < con\leYing of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 12: flow chart transmitting series part 3 

b. Relaying series Dares Salaam communication centre 

to teletypewriter 
receiver Dar es Salaam 
communication centre 

= electricity 

1. Transforming incoming message into printed and torn-tape form at the centre 

from Briefing 
Office 

Q 
! 

-0 teletypewriter receiver connected with Briefing Office 1---~ 

< receiving and processing of AFTN 
message into printed and "tom-tape" form> 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal Q 
= AFTN message in printed form ~ 
= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages 

Figure 13: flow chart relaying series part 1 

to relevant 

~ 
= electricity 

= AFTN message in tom
tape form 

2. Moving torn-tape from teletypewriter receiver to processing part teletypewriter 

from teletypewriter 
receiver comm. centre 

88 
operator 

< transfer of "tom-tape" to 
teletypewriter transmitter> 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

= electricity 

=operator 

to processing part of 
teletypewriter transmitter 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

Figure 14: flow chart relaying series part 2 
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3. Processing of information into transferable message and printed form 

QQ 

processing part of teletypewriter connected with Zanzibar 

< processing of tom-tape into internal electronic 
si nal and printed form > 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

= electricity 

Q 
Q 

= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages GJ 
Figure 15: flow chart relaying series part 3 

4. Transferring of message onto out-going circuit 

from processing 
part of terminal 

transmitting part of teletypewriter connected with Zanzibar 

< transmitting of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an internal electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 16: flow chart relaying series part 4 

5. Conveying of message on out-going circuit 

from transmitting part of 
teletypewriter terminal 

Q 
l 

out-going circuit to Zanzibar 

< conveying of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 17: flowchart relaying series part 5 

to transmitter 
P8!'l 

=operator 

= AFTN message In 
printed form 

= AFTN message in the 
form of an internal 
electronic signal 

(shortcoming) 

to outgoing 
circuit 

= electricity 

(shortcoming) 

to receiver 
Zanzibar 

= electricity 
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c. Receiving series Zanzibar 

1. Transforming of incoming message into printed and tom-tape form 

from incoming 
circuit 

teletypewriter receiver connected with Dares Salaam 

< receiving and processing of AFTN message 
into printed and torn-tape form> 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 0 
= AFTN message in printed form G 
= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages 

Figure 18: flow chart receiving series 

B. Zanzibar -----1 .... Briefing Office 

S-8 

(shortcoming) 

= electricity 

to relevant 
operator 

= AFTN message in torn
tape form 

The message flow from Zanzibar to the Briefing Office consists of the following series: 
a. transmitting series Zanzibar 
b. relaying series Dar es Salaam communication centre 
c. receiving series Briefing Office 

a. Transmitting series Zanzibar 

1. Processing information into transferable message and printed form at Zanzibar 
(shortcoming) 

fromAIS unit 

QQ 

processing part of teletypewriter Zanzibar 

< processing of aeronautical information 
in written form into transferable form > 

= aeronautical information in written form G) 
[J = electricity 

= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages [J 
Figure 19: ftow chart transmitting series part 1 

=operator 

to transmitter 
part of terminal 

= AFTN message in 
printed form 

= AFTN message in the 
form of an internal 
electronic signal 
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2. Transferring message onto out-going circuit to Dar es Salaam communication centre Q (shortcoming) 

from processing 
part ri terminal 

---+ 6 J----
transmitting part of teletypewrlter Zanzibar 

< transmitting of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an internal electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 20: flow chart transmitting series part 2 

to outgoing 
circuit 

= electricity 

3. Conveying message on out-going circuit to Dar es Salaam communication centre Q {shortcoming) 

to transmitter part 
teletypewriter Zanzibar 

l 
out-going circuit to comm. centre 

to teletypewriter 
receiver Dares Salaam 
communication centre 

---+G < conwying of AFTN message> 7 t-----+~ 

G = AFTN message in the form ri an external electronic signal = electricity 

G = AFTN message in the form ri an external electronic signal 

Figure 21: flow chart transmitting series part 3 

b. Relaying series Dar es Salaam communication centre 

1. Transforming of incoming message into printed and tom-tape form at the centre Q (shortcoming) 

from Zanzibar ! 
teletypewriter receiver connected with Zanzibar 

< receiving and processing of AFTN 
message into printed and tom-tape form> 

= AFTN message in the form ri an external electronic signal Q 
= AFTN message in printed form Q 
= storage for possible r&-transmission in case ri mutilated messages 

Figure 22: flow chart relaying series part 1 

to relevant 
e>perator 

= electricity 

= AFTN message in tom
tape form 

2. Moving torn-tape from teletypewriter receiver to processing part teletypewriter 
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from teletypewriter 
receiver comm. centre 

08 
operator 

< transfer of "tom-tape" to 
teletypewriter transmitter> 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form =operator 

S-10 

to processing part of 
teletypewriter transmitter 

= electricity = AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

Figure 23: flow chart relaying series part 2 

3. Processing of information into transferable message and printed form 

QQ 
from teletypewriter ..---------Z-----"''----------------. 
receiver 

processing part of telety pewriter connected with Briefing Office 1----
< processing of tom-tape into internal electronic 

si nal and rinted form > 

= AFTN message in "tom-tape" form 

= electricity 

G) 
GJ 

= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages Q 
Figure 24: flow chart relaying series part 3 

4. Transferring of message onto out-going circuit 

from processing 
part of terminal 

transmitting part of teletypewriter connected with Briefing Office 

< transmitting of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an internal electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 25: flow chart relaying series part 4 

=operator 

to transmitter 
part 

= AFTN message in 
printed form 

= AFTN message in the 
form of an internal 
electronic signal 

= electricity 

to outgoing 
circuit 
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5. Conveying of message on out-going circuit 

from transmitting part of 
teletypewriter terminal 

Q 
l 

out-going circuit to Briefing Office 

< conveying of AFTN message > 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal 

Figure 26: flow chart relay Ing series part 5 

c. Receiving series Briefing Office 

1. Transforming of incoming message into printed and tom-tape form 

from incoming 
circuit 

teletypewriter receiver connected with Dares Salaam 

< receiving and processing of AFTN message 
into printed and tom-tape form> 

= AFTN message in the form of an external electronic signal G 
= AFTN message in printed form G 
= storage for possible re-transmission in case of mutilated messages 

Figure 27: flow chart receiving series 

S-11 

to receiver 
Zanzibar 

= electricity 

to relevant 

~ 
= electricity 

= AFTN message in tom
tape form 


